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	Self-* and P2P for Network Management: Design Principles and Case Studies (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science), 9781447142003 (1447142004), Springer, 2012

	The network management community has been pushed towards the design of alternative management approaches able to support heterogeneity, scalability, reliability, and minor human intervention. The employment of self-* properties and Peer-To-Peer (P2P) are seen as promising alternatives, able to provide the sophisticated solutions required.


	Despite being developed in parallel, and with minor direct connections perceived between them, self-* properties and P2P can be used concurrently. In Self-* and P2P for Network Management: Design Principles and Case Studies, the authors explore the issues behind the joint use of self-* properties and P2P, and present: a survey relating autonomic computing and self-* properties, P2P, and network and service management; the design of solutions that explore parallel and cooperative behavior of management peers; the change in angle of network management solution development from APIs, protocols, architectures, and frameworks to the design of management algorithms.
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Real Process Improvement Using the CMMIAuerbach Publications, 2004
This book offers non-academic, real-world approaches to implementing CMMI-based process improvement in an organization. The author identifies critical concepts of CMMI, and details how to turn them into real process improvement.

Real Process Improvement Using the CMMI provides real-world concepts and techniques for CMMI-based...


		

802.11ac: A Survival GuideO'Reilly, 2013

	
		The next frontier for wireless LANs is 802.11ac, a standard that increases throughput beyond one gigabit per second. This concise guide provides in-depth information to help you plan for 802.11ac, with technical details on design, network operations, deployment, and monitoring.

	
		Author Matthew Gast—an industry...



		

Business Intelligence in the Digital Economy: Opportunities, Limitations and RisksIGI Global, 2004
Business Intelligence in the Digital Economy: Opportunities, Limitations and Risks describes what Business Intelligence (BI) is, how it is being conducted and managed and its major opportunities, limitations, issues and risks. This book takes an in-depth look at the scope of global technological change and BI. During this transition to BI,...




	

Intelligent Multimedia Processing with Soft ComputingSpringer, 2004
The past years have witnessed a large number of interesting applications of various soft computing techniques, such as fuzzy logic, neural networks, and evolutionary computation, to intelligent multimedia processing. This carefully edited monograph presents novel applications of soft computing in multimedia processing. It includes contributions...


		

Rtfm: Red Team Field ManualCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2014

	The Red Team Field Manual (RTFM) is a no fluff, but thorough reference guide for serious Red Team members who routinely find themselves on a mission without Google or the time to scan through a man page. The RTFM contains the basic syntax for commonly used Linux and Windows command line tools, but it also encapsulates unique use cases for...


		

Computer Methods for Analysis of Mixed-Mode Switching CircuitsSpringer, 2004

	Mixed-mode switching circuits distinguish themselves from other circuits
	by including switches that are either clocked externally or controlled
	internally. These circuits have found broad applications in telecommunication
	networks, instrumentation, and power electronic systems, to
	name a few. It is the emergence of switched capacitor...
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